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Abstract
A processing algorithm for freeform fabrication of
heterogeneous structures is presented. The algorithm was
developed based on the heterogeneous fabrication structural
model, which was constructed from the STL based multi-material
volume regions and with material identifications. The reasoning
Boolean operation based modelling approach was used to
construct the heterogeneous CAD assembly and to output the
needed STL format. Procedures for generating the database
hierarchy and the storage of the heterogeneous structural
model, and derivation for developing the processing algorithm
for layered fabrication of heterogeneous structure are presented.
The developed algorithm was applied to a heterogeneous
structure consisting of two discrete material volumes, and the
detailed processing path is described.
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Heterogeneous structures have found applications
in a vast variety of areas such as, MEMS,
composites, biopharmaceutical and tissue
engineering (Kamiya, 2000; Jackson et al., 1999;
Siu and Tan, 2000). Recently, the study of
representation, design, and fabrication of
heterogeneous structures has attracted the
attention of many researchers, including an rm-set
modelling based approach to construct
heterogeneous objects and to define processing
algorithms for layered manufacturing (Kumar,
1999; Kumar and Dutta, 1998), a framework of
knowledge-enriched CAD models for solid
freeform realization of heterogeneous structures
(Sun, 2000; Sun and Lau, 1997), a reasoning
based constructive algebra for heterogeneous
CAD modelling and the application in
composites and tissue structures (Hu and Sun,
2002; Sun and Hu, 2002; Sun et al., 2000), as
well as other modelling approaches for
constructing heterogeneous solids
(Ashok and Wood, 1999; Morvan and
Fadel, 1999).
The objective of this paper is to present a
processing algorithm for freeform fabrication of
heterogeneous structures. The heterogeneous
structure consists of discrete material regions
and the processing algorithm is developed based
on the material region files that are constructed
from the standard STL files with the addition of
the material identifications. The heterogeneous
structural model is generated through the
reasoning Boolean operation (Sun and Hu,
2002) and the STL files are directly exported
from the modelled heterogeneous assembly.
The basic principle of the reasoning Boolean
operation and its merging and extracting
operation is described in Section 2.
The procedure to generate the database
hierarchy and storage of heterogeneous
fabrication structural model is presented in
Section 3. Section 4 describes a processing
algorithm for layered fabrication of the
heterogeneous structure. This processing
algorithm is developed based on the multi-
material volume regions and corresponding STL
data exported from the heterogeneous solid
assembly. Details of the algorithm
development and the processing path generation
are presented.
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2. Reasoning Boolean operation based
heterogeneous CAD modelling
In the reasoning Boolean operation, the algorithm
manipulates multi-volume topological elements
through two steps:
(1) the reasoning merging operation; and
(2) the extracting operation.
The reasoning merging operation identifies the
material attributes assigned in the topological
elements and decides the merging operation. The
extracting operation generates the required
intersecting surfaces, edges, and/or the splitting of
volumes for merged elements. Material
identification is consolidated for topological
elements with identical material attributes, or is
retained within the new extracting volumes if they
are different.
The algorithm in the reasoning Boolean
operation for manipulating a heterogeneous object
C, which is constituted by two-volume topological
elements A (MA) and B (MB) as shown in Figure 1,
can be described as follows. Results of the
reasoning Boolean operation are presented in
Figure 2. Details of the model operation are
reported in Sun and Hu (2002).
If MA ¼ MB; then (single volume object with
identical material identification)
C ¼ AðMAÞ< BðMAÞ ¼ {A< B}ðMAÞ
ðconventional unionÞ
OR C ¼ AðMAÞ2 BðMAÞ ¼ {A2 B}ðMAÞ
ðconventional subtractionÞ
or C ¼ BðMAÞ2 AðMAÞ ¼ {B2 A}ðMAÞ
ðconventional subtractionÞ
OR C ¼ AðMAÞ> BðMAÞ ¼ {A> B}ðMAÞ
ðconventional intersectionÞ
Otherwise (multi-volume object with different
material identification)
C ¼ AðMAÞ2 BðMBÞ ¼ {A2 B}ðMAÞ
ðMA  dominant subtractionÞ
or C ¼ BðMBÞ2 AðMAÞ ¼ {B2 A}ðMBÞ
ðMB  dominant subtractionÞ
OR C ¼ AðMAÞ< {B2 A}ðMBÞ
ðMA  dominant unionÞ
or C ¼ BðMBÞ< {A2 B}ðMAÞ
ðMB  dominant unionÞ
OR C ¼ AðMAÞ> BðMBÞ ¼ {A> B}ðMAÞ
ðMA  dominant intersectionÞ
or C ¼ BðMBÞ> AðMAÞ ¼ {B> A}ðMBÞ
ðMB  dominant intersectionÞ
OR C ¼ {A> B}ðMAÞ< {B2 A}ðMBÞ
ðMA  dominant complex unionÞ
or C ¼ {B> A}ðMBÞ< {A2 B}ðMAÞ
ðMB  dominant complex unionÞ
end if
where A and B represent the two constituent
topological elements in C, and MA and MB are the
corresponding material identifications (Figure 2).
The reasoning Boolean operation algorithm is
applied to model a heterogeneous composite unit
cell and the procedures to assemble a CAD-based
Figure 1 Schematic representation of reasoning Boolean operations
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unit cell model from its matrix (A and MA) and
fibre (B and MB) solid elements are described in
Figure 3. As shown in the figure, the matrix-
dominant subtract cuts the fibre element from the
matrix to form a matrix-dominant subtraction
(matrix with cavity), while the fibre-dominant
intersect produces a geometrically fitted fibre
elements (fitted reinforcement). The fibre-
dominant Boolean complex_union operation
assembles the results of the matrix-dominant
subtraction and the fibre-dominant intersection to
form a heterogeneous composite unit cell model.
By using the reasoning Boolean operation based
modeling approach, one can model the designed
materials and their spatial positions so that both
the material heterogeneity and 3D geometric
complexity of the heterogeneous objects can be
characterized in a single design database (a 3D
CAD solid model). In addition to the advantages
of using the heterogeneous model for design
representation (as rendered solid modelling
images) and for integrated design and analysis
(automatic meshing generation from CAD solid
model for finite element analysis), this model also
serves as the database to output the surfaces of the
assembled heterogeneous structures in STL
tessellation triangular facets. The ASCII STL files
are then edited to include the material
identifications in order to form the material region
files. The data structure of the material region files
and its application in the processing
algorithm generation are described in the following
sections.
3. Database hierarchy and storage of
heterogeneous fabrication structural
model
The procedure to generate the database hierarchy
of a heterogeneous fabrication model is described
in Figure 4. According to this procedure, the STL
files for each volumetric region from the CAD
based heterogeneous structural assembly are first
output, and then the material identifications are
re-assigned to the STL database because the
exported STL does not contain the material
identifications. The material volume region is
constructed by selecting the STL defined surface
boundary with associated material identification.
The collection of the multiple material volume
regions will then form a facet based heterogeneous
fabrication structural model.
The facet based heterogeneous fabrication
structural model can be described as: ; vi [ V ,
’ fi, mi
vi ¼ Assignðfi; miÞ
V ¼ MergeðviÞ
where i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; vi is a material region, V is the
Muti-material regions, Assign is the material
assigning function, fi is a STL file, mi is material
property, Merge is a function for merging the
sub-material regions.
The material identification is stored with the
vertex, the lowest level in the hierarchy of the
heterogeneous fabrication model database, so it
Figure 2 Results of the reasoning Boolean operation
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can be traced at all other levels when needed to
generate the freeform fabrication path. The
normal direction vector is stored in the facet,
which can be directly obtained from the STL file.
The data structure of vertex and edge is shown as
following:




int materialID; // identify heterogeneous
materials
int inoutDirection; // walk into or out or on
the boundary of a
material, initialled
when slicing polygon






VERTEX *first-end-vertex; // end vertex
pointer
VERTEX *second-end-vertex; // end vertex
pointer
FACE_LIST *face; // the edge belongs to
which face, it can be
only one or more
than one face
};
In the above syntaxes, the member “materialID” is
assigned by users to indicate different materials.
The algorithm obtains the material identification
and assigns an integer tag to the “materialID” for
each vertex before the generation of the
heterogeneous fabrication model and volume
boundary. The common vertices at the interfaces
Figure 3 Procedure of modelling a heterogeneous composite unit cell
Figure 4 Hierarchy of heterogeneous fabrication model
database
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of different material volume regions share the same
geometric information but are stored as distinctive
vertices because of their different “materialID”, as
shown in Figure 5. This analogy is also applied to
other higher-level hierarchy, such as edge, loop,
and plane patch in the database. The member
“inoutDirection” records the direction of the
fabrication path, as shown in Figure 6. The
fabrication path enters the part from vertex 1 and
leaves from vertex 2. It is related to the next
member “FACE”. The member “face” stores a
face list which the edge belongs to, it is convenient
to trace faces from edges with the class member
and also trace edges from a face. It should be noted
that the face list only includes the faces that have
the same material identification as the edge. As
shown in Figure 5, the edge A should be the
common edge of two faces of material A, although
it is also the common edge of two faces of material
B, but the face list only needs to store the faces of
material A. Because the face list is used to identify
the direction of the fabrication path and to decide
if it is entering into a homogeneous part or going
out of the part, then the member “inoutDirection”
will be assigned a valid value.
As for a heterogeneous fabrication structure
consisting of material volume region A and
material volume region B as shown in Figure 7, the
internal data storage is structured and represented
as the columns shown in the figure. In these data
structural columns, V denotes the vertices data of
the material volume regions, X the coordinates of
the vertex, M the material identification as an
assigned integer tag, and D the value of the
member “inoutDirection”. It should be pointed
out that at the interfaces of different material
volume regions as shown in Figure 7 for material
volume regions A and B, only one set of the
geometric information is needed to be stored in
order to save memory space. For example, the
geometry of the material volume region B has been
implicitly defined within the geometry of the
material volume region A, but the vertices on the
boundary have different material identifications
and the faces formed by the vertices have different
normal directions, so the database only stores the
geometric information of the material volume
region A and assigns the vertices of the material
volume region B the shared geometry from the
material volume region A. However, the vertices’
material identifications and the facets’ normal
directions need to be stored for both A and B,
respectively. A box-and-pointer memory
representation model is used in the data storage, as
shown in Figure 8. In which, X, M, and D are
defined as before, and F is a pointer which is
oriented to a face list.
4. Processing algorithm for freeform
fabrication of heterogeneous structures
A procedure flowchart to describe the layered
fabrication of a heterogeneous structure is
illustrated in Figure 9. The procedure begins with
the generation of material volume regions by
assigning material attributes (identification) into
the STL files that were exported from the
heterogeneous solid assembly. The material
volume regions serve as the interface between the
heterogeneous structure CAD modelling and
heterogeneous fabrication structural modelling.
After the generation of geometrical profiles for
each of the material volume regions assembled in
the heterogeneous fabrication structural model,
the process for slicing can be defined. Slicing can
be uniform, with a constant layer thickness, or
adaptive, with variable layer thickness according to
the curvature of the bounding surfaces in the
model. Each material volume region will generate
cross section contours and will form faces during
the slicing process. The face is the list of edges that
forms a closed loop or polygon. Using parallel
scan lines to scan these polygons at each layer,
the fabrication path can then be generated.
The processing program is the assembly of the
fabrication path after all layers of heterogeneous
fabrication structure model are processed.
The detailed algorithm for the fabrication
processes is described in following sub-sections.
4.1 Algorithm for slicing 3D heterogeneous
fabrication structure
To generate the fabrication path for a
heterogeneous structure as shown in Figure 10, the
geometrical profile of the heterogeneous structure
Figure 5 Class identification by material property
Figure 6 Direction of the fabrication path
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needs to be generated before slicing. The
geometrical profile can be determined from the
positions of the vertices. A slice is generated as the
intersecting plane of the heterogeneous structure
with a horizontal plane at a given height. Due to
the multi-material volume nature, each material
volume region has a surface boundary. So slicing a
heterogeneous structure will generate multiple
contours, as shown in Figure 10.
The algorithm for slicing a heterogeneous object
is defined as:
function SLICE-OBJECT(MaterialRegions)
returns fabrication path or failure
inputs: Material Regions, Material Region
files
local variables: h-part, a heterogeneous part
face-list, FACE type planes for slicing
surface
edge-list, EDGE type list of
intersecting lines








if edge-list is not-null
SLICE-POLYGON(edge-list)
end
In the above algorithm, the Function “INITIAL-
PART” reconstructs the heterogeneous object
based on an a prior developed database, while
allowing the user to assign material identification
to the imported STL data file. Material
identification is assigned to every vertex through
the function “INITIAL-PART”. The Function
“INITIAL-PART” also generates parallel slicing
planes based on the geometrical profile of
the heterogeneous object. Function
“3D-INTERSECTION” calculates the
Figure 8 Memory representation of vertex and edge
Figure 7 Data storage of the heterogeneous object
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intersection edges of the slicing planes on each
surface of the heterogeneous part.
The example shown in Figure 10 illustrates
that the centre polygon is the interface of two
material volume regions, A and B. A polygon is
the face that is constituted by a sequential list of
ordered edges. An edge contains the face
information that is important to be used in
Figure 9 Fabrication path generation for a heterogeneous structure
Figure 10 Slicing through a 3D heterogeneous fabrication structure
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identifying the direction of fabrication path while
the edge is sliced. For instance, when starting a
bottom up slicing operation, the edges of the first
slice contain the four edges of the cube. Each of
these four edges is the shared edge of two faces
and each face has its normal direction. So if an
edge is defined, the associated faces can be
retrieved. With the normal direction of these
faces and the direction of scan line, the
“inoutDirection” states of the intersecting
vertices can be determined. In addition, since the
material information is introduced through
Function “INITIAL-PART” and stored in the
edges, if an edge generates a new intersection
vertex, the vertex will inherit the material
identification of the edge.
4.2 Algorithm for slicing 2D heterogeneous
polygon
In order to generate a fabrication path, the
polygons need to be sliced by parallel scan lines.
The intersecting vertices of the scan lines with the
polygons are defined as the end points of the
fabrication paths. In the algorithm defined below,
Function “INITIAL-LINE” will generate parallel
scan lines based on the maximum and minimum
coordinate of the input edge list. Function
“2D-INTERSECTION” calculates the
intersection vertices of the scan line and edge list.
Function “SORTBYCOORDINATE” will sort
these intersection vertices according to
the direction of the scan line. Function
“IDENTIFY-POINT” identifies if two vertices on
the scan line can generate a valid fabrication path.
It will yield either “true” or “false”. The path
will be generated if it is “true”. The path will not be
generated if it is “false”.
function SLICE-POLYGON(edge-list)
returns success or failure
inputs: edge-list, result from intersection of
plane and heterogeneous part
local variables: scan-line-list, a EDGE type
list
scan-line, a EDGE type
intersect-vertex-list, a VERTEX type list
sort-point-list, a VERTEX type
first-point, a VERTEX type





















As shown in Figure 11, six intersecting vertices,
1-6, will be generated through the intersection of a
scan line with polygons A and B. Because there is a
member “face” in the database to store the face list
of the edge that it should belong to, it is easy to
know how many faces the edge should belong to
and their normal direction of the faces. In the
example shown in Figure 12, face 1 and face 2 are
two faces of a heterogeneous object sliced by two
planes, for the two edges generated on these faces,
edge 1 belongs to the face 1 and edge 2 belongs to
both face 1 and face 2.
According to the normal direction of a face that
the edge belongs to, and according to the direction
of the scan line, the angle between the normal
direction and the direction of the scan line can be
Figure 11 Slicing a 2D heterogeneous polygon
Figure 12 Relationship of edges and faces
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calculated. The following criteria define the
direction state of the intersecting vertices:
Criterion 1. For an edge lying inside the object, if
the angle is greater than 908, the scan line enters
into the region; if the angle is equal to 908, the scan
line is on the boundary of region; and if the angle is
less than 908, the scan line leaves the region. This
criterion can be schematically explained in
Figure 13. The edge v4-v5 belongs to the face
v1-v2-v3, the angle of the scan line and the normal
direction is equal to 180, so the scan line is
entering into the block from the intersection vertex
of the scan line and edge v4-v5. For the example
shown in Figure 11, when the intersecting vertex 1
belongs to material A and its state is “in”, it is
defined as A1(in). Analogously, the other vertices
can be defined as A2(out), A4(in), A6(out),
B3(in), and B5(out), respectively.
Criterion 2. For an edge located at the boundary
of the object, there will be several possible
solutions. Since the face with the edge information
has been stored in the database, it is possible to
retrieve all the faces as well as their normal
directions. In the case where the angles are all
greater than, or all less than, or all equal to 90 8,
criterion 1 will apply. Otherwise, the intersecting
vertex is defined as a boundary vertex where its
“inoutDirection” state is determined by other
intersection vertexes on the scan line. As shown in
Figure 11, the vertices I and II are the boundary
vertices and both belong to the material volume
region A, so the fabrication path is generated from
I to II. The path is for the boundary of the material
volume region A. Along the scan line direction, if
the first vertex is a boundary vertex and another
vertex goes out of the object, then the first vertex’s
state should be changed to “in” before generating
the fabrication path. Similarly, if the first vertex is
“in” and the second vertex is a boundary vertex,
then the state of the second vertex should be
changed to “out”.
Criterion 3. Delete the redundant vertices. As
shown in Figure 14, vertices 1 and 2 (and vertices
3 and 4) have the same geometry and material
identification. So only one vertex of each pair is
needed in the generation of the fabrication path.
According to the above criteria, the following
fabrication path information is obtained from the
database for the example shown in Figure 11. In
the database table, X is assigned with the real
coordinate of each vertex, the material is assigned
with either “A” or “B”, and the “inoutDirection”
is assigned with “in” or “out” definition.
4.3 Algorithm for generating freeform
fabrication path
All the vertices on a scan line can be assembled to
generate the fabrication path according to the
information stored in Table I. A graphical
representation of fabrication path for a
heterogeneous fabrication structure is illustrated
in Figure 15.
The algorithm for a layered fabrication process,
as shown in Figure 16, can be defined as:
(1) For the given layer Zi, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; k; there
are heterogeneous polygons in the X-Y
domain.
(2) For the given Yi, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; n; in X-Y
domain, assume m number of intersection
vertices Xi, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; m for multi-
material region.
Figure 15 A fabrication path for a heterogeneous object
Figure 13 Identifying the direction state of the intersection
vertices
Figure 14 Redundant vertices with the same geometry and
material identification
Table I Data representation for generating fabrication path
V: Vertices V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
X: Coordinate X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
M: Material A1 A2 B3 A4 B5 A6
D: inoutDirection in out in in out out
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(3) For the starting Xi, check material
identification “materialID” and
“inoutDirection”, fabrication always starts
from entering a part.
(4) If materialID ¼ Mi; and
inoutDirection ¼ in, check the next vertex
alone Xi.
(5) If materialID ¼ Mi; and
inoutDirection ¼ out, identify processing for
material I.
(6) Record the SFF process path.
(7) Repeat step 3 to step 6 for Xi, till Xi ¼ Xm.
(8) Repeat step 2 to step 7 for Yi, till Yi ¼ Yn.
(9) Repeat step 1 to step 8 for Zi, till Zi ¼ Zk:
(10) Optimisation of the process path.
If all the layered processing paths have been
assembled together, the processing paths for
freeform fabrication of 3D the heterogeneous
structure shown in Figure 10 has been obtained,
and its multi-layer path representation is shown in
Figure 17.
5. Conclusion and discussions
A processing algorithm for freeform fabrication of
heterogeneous structures has been presented.
The processing algorithm was developed based on
the heterogeneous fabrication structural model
which was constructed from the STL based multi-
material volume regions and with material
identifications, for example, by assigning material
information to the vertex element of the data
structure. The reasoning Boolean operation based
modelling approach was used to construct the
heterogeneous CAD assembly, as well as the STL
output. The procedures to generate the database
hierarchy, storage of the heterogeneous fabrication
structural model database, and the processing
algorithm for layered fabrication of heterogeneous
structure have been presented. An application
example for a heterogeneous structure consisting
of two discrete material volume regions was
described. It is believed that the developed
processing algorithm will be useful in freeform
fabrication of heterogeneous composites and tissue
structures.
The generation of the current processing
algorithm still depends on the STL output from the
designed CAD solid model. Since the standard
STL format does not contain the material
information, a heterogeneous fabrication structural
model was used as an intermediate step to re-assign
the material identification into the heterogeneous
structure. Although this works, it hampers
automatic generation of the processing algorithm.
Current research is focusing on using other CAD
conversion formats, such as STEP, to replace STL
for both geometry and material transfer.
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